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1Measurement of Branhing Frations and Spetral Funtions in � DeaysMihel DavieraaLaboratoire de l'A�el�erateur Lin�eaire, IN2P3/CNRS-Universit�e de Paris-Sud,BP34, 91898 Orsay, FraneFull LEP-I data olleted by the ALEPH detetor during 1991-1995 running are analyzed in order to measurethe � deay branhing frations and the hadroni spetral funtions. The analysis follows the global method usedin the published study based on 1991-1993 data, with several improvements, espeially onerning the treatmentof photons and �0's. Extensive systemati studies are performed, in order to math the large statistis of the datasample orresponding to 327148 measured and identi�ed � deays. Preliminary values for the branhing frationsare obtained for the 2 leptoni hannels and 11 hadroni hannels de�ned by their respetive numbers of hargedpartiles and �0's. Using previously published ALEPH results on �nal states with harged and neutral kaons,orretions are applied so that branhing ratios for exlusive �nal states without kaons are derived. Some physisimpliations of the results are given, in partiular onerning universality in the leptoni harged weak urrent,isospin invariane in a1 deays, and the separation of vetor and axial-vetor omponents of the total hadronirate. Spetral funtions are obtained for the main exlusive hannels and the total inlusive rate, with separationof the vetor and axial-vetor states.1. IntrodutionA omplete and �nal analysis of � deays is pre-sented using a global method. All data reordedat LEP-I with the ALEPH detetor are used,thus providing an update of those previous resultswhih were based on partial data sets. The in-rease in statistis |the full sample orrespondsto about 2.5 times the luminosity used in thelast published global analysis [1,2℄| not onlyallows for a redution of the dominant statisti-al error but, more importantly, provides a wayto better study and orret systemati biases.Several improvements of the method have beenintrodued in order to ahieve a better ontrolover the most relevant systemati unertainties:simulation-independent measurement of the ��seletion eÆieny, improved photon identi�a-tion espeially at low energy where the separa-tion between photons from � deays and fakephotons from utuations in hadroni or eletro-magneti showers is deliate, a new method toorret the Monte Carlo simulation for the rateof fake photons, and striter riteria for hannelswith low branhing frations. For onsisteny andin order to maximally pro�t from the improved

analysis all data sets reorded from 1991 to 1995have been reproessed. The results presented inthis paper thus supersede those already publishedin Ref. [3,1,2℄. Only the measurements on �nalstates ontaining kaons, whih were already basedon the full statistis, remain unhanged [6{9℄.
2. Experimental method2.1. The data and simulated samplesA detailed desription of the ALEPH detetoran be found elsewhere [10,11℄.Tau-pair events are simulated by means of aMonte Carlo program whih inludes initial stateradiation omputed up to order �2 and exponen-tiated, and �nal state radiative orretions to or-der � [12,13℄. The simulation of the subsequent� deays also inludes single photon radiation forthe deays with up to three hadrons in the �nalstate.The data used in this analysis have beenreorded at LEP I in 1991-1995, for a total num-ber of deteted � deays of 3:3 � 105.



22.2. Seletion of �� eventsThe prinipal harateristis of �� events arelow multipliity, bak-to-bak topology and miss-ing energy. Eah event is divided into two hemi-spheres by an energy ow algorithm [11℄ whihalulates all the visible energy avoiding double-ounting between the TPC and the alorime-ter information. Cuts on the kinemati vari-ables of the two hemispheres are used to vetoBhabha, muon-pair, hadroni Z and -induedevents [14,1,2℄.We use the 'break-mix' method introdued forthe determination of the �� ross setion [14℄ tomeasure the eÆieny of all the seletion uts.For every ut, one hemisphere of the event ishosen judiiously so that it is unbiased with re-spet to the ut under study and free of non-�bakgrounds. This proedure selets the oppositehemisphere as an unbiased � deay whih is thenstored away. Pairs of seleted hemispheres areombined to onstrut a �� event sample builtompletely from data. This sample is used tomeasure the eÆieny of the given ut.The measured eÆienies are found to be verylose to those obtained by the simulation, devi-ations being at most at the few per mille level.This situation stems from the fats that the �deay dynamis is |apart from small branhingratio hannels| very well known, the seletioneÆienies are large and the simulation of the de-tetor is adequate. The overall seletion eÆienyof �� events is 78.8 %. This value inreases to91.9 % when the �� angular distribution is re-strited to the detetor polar aeptane, givinga better indiation for the eÆieny of the utsdesigned to exlude non-�� bakgrounds. In ad-dition, when expressed relatively to eah � deay,the seletion eÆienies are weakly dependent onthe �nal state, with a total relative span of only10 % for the 13 onsidered deay topologies.2.3. Estimation of non-�� bakgroundsA new method |already implemented for themeasurement of the � polarization [15℄| has beendeveloped to diretly measure in the �nal datasamples the ontributions from the major non-� bakgrounds. The proedure does not requirean absolute normalization from the Monte Carlo

simulation of these hannels, but only a quali-tative desription of the distribution of the dis-riminating variables. The basi idea is to applyuts on the data in order to redue as muh aspossible the �� population while keeping a higheÆieny for the bakground soure under study,i.e. the reverse of what is done in the �� sele-tion. The non-� bakgrounds in eah hannel arelisted in Table 1. They amount to a total frationof (1:23� 0:04) % in the full data sample.2.4. Charged partile identi�ationCharged partile identi�ation is ahieved witha likelihood method inorporating the informa-tion from the relevant detetors. In this way,eah harged partile is assigned a set of prob-abilities from whih a partile type is hosen. Noattempt is made in this analysis to separate kaonsfrom pions in the hadron sample sine �nal statesontaining kaons have been previously studied [6{8℄. The performane of the partile identi�ationhas been studied in detail using ontrol samplesof Bhabha events, �� pairs, -indued leptonpairs and hadrons from �0-tagged � deays overthe full angular and momentum range [1℄.2.5. Photon identi�ationThe high ollimation of � deays at LEP ener-gies quite often makes photon reonstrution dif-�ult, sine these photons are lose to one anotheror lose to the showers generated by hargedhadrons. Of partiular relevane is the reje-tion of fake photons whih may our beauseof hadroni interations, utuations of eletro-magneti showers, or the overlapping of severalshowers. These problems reah a tolerable levelthanks to the �ne granularity of ECAL, in bothtransverse and longitudinal diretions, but nev-ertheless they require the development of properand reliable methods in order to orretly identifyphoton andidates.A likelihood method is used for disriminat-ing between genuine and fake photons. For ev-ery luster above a threshold of 300 MeV, anestimator P is de�ned, P = 0; 1 orrespond-ing to fake and real photons,respetively. Itis onstruted using probability densities of dis-riminating variables obtained by simulation, but



3orreted through detailed omparisons betweendata and Monte Carlo. Major improvements wereintrodued at this stage in the analysis omparedto the previous one [2℄, mainly in the hoieof variables and in the use of energy-dependentreferene distributions. Better photon energyalibration is ahieved ompared to the previ-ous analysis. Photon onversions are also reon-struted.2.6. �0 reonstrutionThree di�erent kinds of �0's are reonstruted:resolved �0 from two-photon pairing, unresolved�0 from merged lusters, and residual �0 fromthe remaining single photons after removing ra-diative, bremsstrahlung and fake photons with alikelihood method.After the pairing and the luster moment anal-ysis, all the remaining photons inside a one of30Æ around the jet axis are onsidered. Radia-tive and bremsstrahlung photons are seleted us-ing a likelihood method and are kept separate inthe � deay lassi�ation disussed below. Theidenti�ation of �nal state radiative photons inhadroni hannels is a diÆult task and and to alarge extent the analysis relies on the desriptionof radiation at the generator level in the MonteCarlo [16℄.2.7. Deay lassi�ationEah � deay is lassi�ed topologially aord-ing to the number of hadroni harged traks,their partile identi�ation and the number of�0's reonstruted. While for 1-prong and 5-prong hannels the exat multipliity is required,the trak number in 3-prong hannels is allowedto be 2, 3 or 4, in order to redue systemati ef-fets due to traking and seondary interations.The de�nition of the leptoni hannels requiresan identi�ed eletron or muon with any numberof photons. Hemispheres rejeted by spei� utsare put in a speial lass, labelled 14, whih doesnot orrespond to a nominal physial � deaymode. The numbers of � 's lassi�ed in eah of theonsidered deay hannels are listed in Table 1.The KORAL07 generator [12℄ in the MonteCarlo simulation inorporates all the deay modesonsidered in this analysis, exept for the h4�0

Table 1Numbers of reonstruted and estimated non-�bakground events in 1991-1993 and 1994-1995data sets in the di�erent onsidered topologies.lass 91-93 94-95e 22405 598 � 46 33100 745� 58� 22235 409 � 45 32145 380� 40h 15126 93� 11 22429 100� 13h�0 32282 141 � 22 49008 178� 26h2�0 12907 44� 9 18317 81� 16h3�0 2681 26� 7 3411 35� 9h4�0 458 12� 3 499 19� 53h 11610 87� 20 17315 129� 303h�0 6467 97� 23 9734 165� 393h2�0 1091 27� 7 1460 36� 103h3�0 124 13� 4 150 25� 75h 60 3� 1 105 7� 25h�0 36 16� 5 59 21� 614 4834 249 � 38 7100 303� 52sum 132316 1815 � 86 194832 2224 � 107
deay hannel for whih a separate generation wasdone using a phase spae model. The ompletebehaviour between the generated deays and theirreonstruted ounterparts using the deay lassi-�ation is embodied in the eÆieny matrix. Thismatrix "ji gives the probability of a � deay gen-erated in lass j to be reonstruted in lass i.Obtained initially using the simulated samples, itis orreted for e�ets where data and simulationan possibly di�er, suh as partile identi�ationand photon identi�ation. For the latter e�et,a detailed proedure has been developed in or-der to orret the simulation of fake photons byomparison with data.3. Results3.1. Determination of the branhing ratiosThe branhing ratios are determined usingnobsi � nbkgi = Xj "jiNprodj (1)Bj = NprodjPj Nprodj (2)



4where nobsi is the observed events number in re-onstruted lass i, nbkgi the non-� bakground inreonstruted lass i, "ji the eÆieny of a pro-dued lass j event reonstruted as lass i, andNprodj the produed events number of lass j. Thelass numbers i, j run from 1 to 14, the last oneorresponding to the rejeted � andidates.The analysis assumes a standard � deay de-sription. One ould imagine unknown deaymodes not inluded in the simulation, but sinelarge detetion eÆienies are ahieved in the ��seletion whih is therefore robust, it would bediÆult for these deays to pass unnotied. Anindependent measurement of the branhing ratiofor undeteted deay modes, using a diret searhwith a one-sided � tag, was done in ALEPH [17℄,limiting this branhing ratio to less than 0.11%at 95% CL. This result justi�es the assumptionthat the sum of the branhing ratios for visible �deays is equal to one.The branhing ratios are obtained and listed inTable 2. The most important systemati uner-tainties originate from photon identi�ation and�0 reonstrution, and seondary interations.3.2. From reonstruted lasses to exlu-sive modesThe 13 lasses orresponding to major � de-ay modes still ontain the ontributions from �-nal states involving kaons. The latter are omingfrom Cabibbo-suppressed � deays or modes witha KK pair, both haraterized by small branh-ing ratios ompared to the nonstrange modeswithout kaons. Complete analyses of � deaysinvolving neutral or harged kaons have been per-formed by ALEPH on the full LEP I data [6{8℄.They are summarized and measurements withK0Sand K0L are ombined in Ref. [9℄.The � deays involving � or ! mesons also re-quire speial attention in this analysis beausesingle photons in their eletromagneti deaymodes are treated as �0 andidates. Corretionsare applied, based on spei� measurements byALEPH [18℄ and CLEO [20℄ of � deay modesontaining those mesons. This bookkeeping takesinto aount all the major deay modes of theonsidered mesons [19℄, inluding the isospin-violating ! ! �+�� deay mode. Some muh

smaller ontributions 3�(�; !) have been identi-�ed and measured by CLEO [21℄. Even thoughthe orretions from these hannels are very smallthey have been inluded for the sake of omplete-ness. Finally, another very small orretion hasbeen applied to take into aount the a1 radiativedeay into � [22℄.3.3. Overall onsisteny testRejeted � hemispheres beause of harged par-tile identi�ation uts (2 GeV minimum mo-mentum and ECAL rak veto for some 1-prongmodes, strit de�nition of higher multipliityhannels) are plaed in lass 14. As already em-phasized, this sample does not orrespond to anominal � deay mode and should be explained byall other measured frations in the other lassesand the eÆieny matrix. Thus the determina-tion of a hypothetial signal in this lass is ameasure of the level of onsisteny ahieved inthe analysis.For this determination the eÆieny of the pos-sible signal in lass 14 is taken to be 100%. Theresults, already shown in Table 2 separately forthe 1991-1993 and 1994-1995 data sets, are on-sistent and are ombined to give B14 = (0:066�0:042 %. This value is onsistent with zero andprovides a good hek of the overall proedureat the 0.1% level for branhing ratios. It oin-ides, approximately and aidentally, with thelimit ahieved of 0.11% at 95% CL in a diretsearh for `invisible' deays not seleted in the13-hannel lassi�ation. In the following it isassumed that all � deay modes have been prop-erly onsidered at the 0.1% preision level and nophysis ontribution beyond standard � deays isfurther allowed. Thus the quantity B14 is nowonstrained to be zero.It an be further notied that this analysis pro-vides a branhing ratio in the 3�3�0 lass whihis onsistent with zero (see Table 2). The re-sult is therefore given as an upper limit at 95%CL, B3�3�0 < 4:9 10�4, onsistent with the mea-surement made by CLEO [23℄ yielding B3�3�0 =(2:2�0:5) 10�4. The �nal state is dominated by �and ! resonanes [23℄ and using other hannels al-lows one to obtain a lower limit for this branhingratio, (2:6�0:4) 10�4. In the following a value of



5Table 2Branhing ratios (%) for the reonstruted topologies (quasi-exlusive modes) from 1991-1993 and 1994-1995 data sets; the �rst error is statistial and the seond is systemati.lass 91-93 94-95e 17.859 � 0.112 � 0.058 17.799 � 0.093 � 0.045� 17.356 � 0.107 � 0.055 17.273 � 0.087 � 0.039h 12.238 � 0.105 � 0.104 12.058 � 0.088 � 0.083h�0 26.132 � 0.150 � 0.104 26.325 � 0.123 � 0.090h2�0 9.680 � 0.139 � 0.124 9.663 � 0.107 � 0.105h3�0 1.128 � 0.110 � 0.086 1.229 � 0.089 � 0.068h4�0 0.227 � 0.056 � 0.047 0.163 � 0.050 � 0.0403h 9.931 � 0.097 � 0.072 9.769 � 0.080 � 0.0593h�0 4.777 � 0.093 � 0.074 4.965 � 0.077 � 0.0663h2�0 0.517 � 0.063 � 0.050 0.551 � 0.050 � 0.0383h3�0 0.016 � 0.029 � 0.020 -0.021 � 0.023 � 0.0195h 0.098 � 0.014 � 0.006 0.098 � 0.011 � 0.0045h�0 0.022 � 0.010 � 0.009 0.028 � 0.008 � 0.00714 0.017 � 0.043 � 0.042 0.099 � 0.035 � 0.037(3� 1) 10�4 is used as input for this hannel andthe global analysis is performed in terms of theremaining 12 de�ned hannels whih are re�tted.3.4. Final ombined resultsThe two sets of results are onsistent and are�nally ombined in Table 3.The branhing ratios obtained for the di�erenthannels are orrelated with eah other. On onehand the statistial utuations in the data andthe Monte Carlo samples are driven by the multi-nomial distribution of the orresponding events,produing well-understood orrelations . On theother hand the systemati e�ets also indue im-portant and nontrivial orrelations between thedi�erent hannels. All the systemati studieswere done keeping trak of the orrelated vari-ations in the �nal branhing ratio results, thusallowing a proper propagation of errors.The present results are onsistent with thoseof the previously published ALEPH analysis [1,2℄. The leptoni branhing ratios also agreewithin errors with the results of an independentALEPH analysis whih does not rely on a globalmethod [24℄.

4. Disussion of the results4.1. Comparison with other experimentsFigs. 1, 2, 3, 4 show that the results of thisanalysis are in good agreement with those fromother most preise experiments. In all these ases,ALEPH ahieves the best preision.4.2. Universality in the leptoni hargedurrent4.2.1. �-e universality from the leptonibranhing ratiosIn the standard V-A theory with leptoni ou-pling gl at the Wl�l vertex, the � leptoni par-tial width an be omputed, inluding radiativeorretions [25℄ and safely negleting neutrinomasses:�(� ! �� l�l()) = G�Glm5�192�3 f �m2lm2� � Æ�W Æ� ; (3)whereGl = g2l4p2M2WÆ�W = 1 + 35 m2�M2WÆ� = 1 + �(m� )2� �254 � �2�



6Table 3Combined results for the exlusive branhing ra-tios (B) for modes without kaons. The ontribu-tions from hannels with � and ! are given sep-arately, the latter only for the eletromagneti !deays. All results are from this analysis, unlessexpliitly stated. The values labelled * and **,***are taken from ALEPH [18℄ and CLEO [21,20℄,respetively.mode B ��stat � �syst [%℄e 17.837 � 0.072 � 0.036� 17.319 � 0.070 � 0.032�� 10.828 � 0.070 � 0.078���0 25.471 � 0.097 � 0.085��2�0 9.239 � 0.086 � 0.090��3�0 0.977 � 0.069 � 0.058��4�0 0.112 � 0.037 � 0.035�����+ 9.041 � 0.060 � 0.076�����+�0 4.590 � 0.057 � 0.064�����+2�0 0.392 � 0.030 � 0.035�����+3�0 (estim.) 0.013 � 0.000 � 0.0103��2�+ 0.072 � 0.009 � 0.0123��2�+�0 0.014 � 0.007 � 0.006���0�� 0.180 � 0.040 � 0.020��2�0��� 0.015 � 0.004 � 0.003�����+��� 0.024 � 0.003 � 0.004a�1 (! ��) (estim.) 0.040 � 0.000 � 0.020��!(! �0; �+��)� 0.253 � 0.005 � 0.017���0!(! �0; �+��)�;��� 0.048 � 0.006 � 0.007��2�0!(! �0; �+��)�� 0.002 � 0.001 � 0.001�����+!(! �0; �+��)�� 0.001 � 0.001 � 0.001f(x) = 1� 8x+ 8x3 � x4 � 12x2lnx (4)Numerially, the W propagator orretion andthe radiative orretions are small: Æ�W = 1 +2:9 � 10�4 and Æ� = 1 + 43:2 � 10�4.Taking the ratio of the two leptoni branhingfrations, a diret test of �-e universality is ob-tained. The measured ratioB�Be = 0:9709� 0:0060� 0:0029 (5)agrees with the expetation whih is equal to0.97257 when universality holds. Alternativelythe measurements yield the ratio of ouplingsg�ge = 0:9991� 0:0033 (6)
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Figure 1. Comparison of ALEPH measurementwith published preise results from other experi-ments for � ! e���.whih is onsistent with one.This result is in agreement with the best testof �-e universality of the W ouplings obtainedin the omparison of the rates for � ! ��� and� ! e�e deays, where the results of the two mostaurate experiments [26,27℄ an be averaged toyield g�ge = 1:0012 � 0:0016. The results haveomparable preision, but it should be pointedout that they are in fat omplementary. The �result given here probes the oupling to a trans-verse W (heliity �1) while the � deays measurethe oupling to a longitudinal W (heliity 0). Itis indeed oneivable that either approah ouldbe sensitive to di�erent nonstandard orretionsto universality.4.2.2. Tests of �-� and �-e universalityComparing the rates for �(� ! ��e�e()),�(� ! �����()) and �(� ! ��e�e()) providesdiret tests of the universality of � -�-e ouplings.Taking the relevant ratios with alulated radia-
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Figure 2. Comparison of ALEPH measurementwith published preise results from other experi-ments for � ! ����.tive orretions, one obtains�g�g��2 = ���� �m�m� �5Be f(m2em2� )f(m2em2� )�W� (7)�g�ge�2 = ���� �m�m� �5B� f(m2em2� )f(m2�m2� )�W� (8)where f(m2em2� ) = 0:9998, �W = Æ�WÆ�W = 1�2:9�10�4,� = Æ�Æ� = 1 + 8:5 � 10�5, and �l is the lepton llifetime.From the present measurements of Be, B�, the� mass [19℄, m� = (1777:03+0:30�0:26) MeV (domi-nated by the BES result [28℄), the � lifetime [19℄,�� = (290:6�1:1) fs and the other quantities fromRef. [19℄, universality an be tested:g�g� = 1:0009� 0:0023� 0:0019� 0:0004 (9)
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Figure 3. Comparison of ALEPH measurementwith published preise results from other experi-ments for � ! h� (sum of �� and K�).g�ge = 1:0001� 0:0022� 0:0019� 0:0004 ; (10)where the errors are from the orresponding lep-toni branhing ratio and the � lifetime and mass,respetively.4.2.3. �-� universality from the pionibranhing ratioThe measurement of B� also permits an inde-pendent test of � -� universality through the rela-tion� g�g��2 = B�B�!��� ���� 2m�m2�m3��  1�m2�=m2�1�m2�=m2� !2 Æ�=� ; (11)where the radiative orretion [29℄ amounts toÆ�=� = 1:0016� 0:0014 Using the world-averagedvalues for the � and � (�� and ��) lifetimes, and
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Figure 4. Comparison of ALEPH measurementwith published preise results from other experi-ments for � ! h�0� (sum of ��0� and K�0�).the branhing ratio for the deay � ! �� [19℄,the present result for B�, one obtainsg�g� = 0:9962� 0:0048� 0:0019� 0:0002 ; (12)omparing the measured value (B� = 10:823 �0:104)% to the expeted one assuming universal-ity (10:910�0:042)%. The quoted errors in Eq. 12are from the pion mode branhing ratio and the� lifetime and mass, respetively.The two determinations of g�g� obtained from Beand B� are onsistent with eah other and an beombined to yieldg�g� = 1:0000� 0:0021� 0:0019� 0:0004 ; (13)where the errors are from the eletron and pionbranhing ratio and the � lifetime and mass, re-spetively. Universality of the � and � harged-urrent ouplings holds at the 0.29% level withabout equal ontributions from the present deter-
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Figure 5. The measured value for Be omparedto preditions from other measurements assumingleptoni universality. The vertial band gives theaverage of all determinations.mination of Be and B�, and the world-averagedvalue for the � lifetime.The onsisteny of the present branhing ratiomeasurements with leptoni universality is dis-played in Fig. 5 where the result for Be is om-pared to omputed values of Be using as input B�(assuming e � � universality), �� and �� (� � �universality), and B� and �� (�� � universality).All values are onsistent and yield the averageBuniversalitye = (17:810� 0:039) % : (14)4.2.4. a1 deays to 3� and �2�0With the level of preision reahed it is interest-ing to ompare the rates in the 3� and �2�0 han-nels whih are ompletely dominated by the a1resonane. The dominant �� intermediate stateleads to equal rates, but a small isospin-breakinge�et is expeted from di�erent harged and neu-tral � masses, slightly favouring the �2�0 han-



9nel.A reent CLEO partial-wave analysis of the�2�0 �nal state [30℄ has shown that the sit-uation is in fat muh more ompliated withmany intermediate states, in partiular involv-ing isosalars, amounting to about 20% of thetotal rate and produing strong interferene ef-fets. A good desription of the a1 deays wasahieved in the CLEO study, whih an be ap-plied to the 3� �nal state, prediting [30℄ a ratioof the rates 3�/�2�0 equal to 0.985. This value,whih inludes known isospin-breaking from thepion masses, turns out to be in good agreementwith the measured value from this analysis whihshows the expeted trendB3�B�2�0 = 0:979� 0:018 : (15)4.2.5. The ��0 branhing ratio in the on-text of ahad�The ��0 �nal state is dominated by the � reso-nane. Its mass distribution |or better the or-responding spetral funtion| is a basi ingre-dient of vauum polarization alulations, suhas that used for omputing the hadroni ontri-bution to the anomalous magneti moment of themuon ahad� . In this ase the � ontribution is dom-inant (71%) and therefore ontrols the �nal prei-sion of the result. It was proposed in Ref. [31℄ touse the spetral funtions obtained from the mea-surement of hadroni � deays in order to improvethe preision of the predition for ahad� . The al-ulation was later improved with the help of QCDonstraints for energies above the � mass [32℄ andeven below [33℄.The normalization of the spetral funtion isprovided by the branhing fration B��0 . Thepresent world average is ompletely dominated bythe published ALEPH result [2℄. The new resultgiven here is larger by 0.68%, thus one an expeta slightly larger ontribution to ahad� .A new evaluation [34℄ was available, using thepreliminary spetral funtions from the presentanalysis, the published CLEO results [35℄ andnew results from e+e� annihilation from CMD-2 [36℄. Revision of the CMD-2 results [37℄prompted a re-evaluation [38℄, whih revealed adisagreement between the � and e+e� spetral

funtions. Whereas the � estimate leads to a pre-dition on the muon magneti moment in agree-ment with the latest most preise measurementfrom the BNL experiment E-821 [39℄, the pre-dited value using only e+e� data lies 2.4 stan-dard deviations below the measurement. In viewof this situation, it is important to hek all theingredients, in partiular the determination of thebranhing ratio B��0 .As most of the systemati unertainty in B��0omes from =�0 reonstrution, it is interest-ing to ross hek the results in the 'adjaent'hadroni modes, i.e. the � and �2�0 hannels.This is possible if universality in the weak hargedurrent is assumed, leading to an absolute pre-dition of B� using as input the � lifetime (seeSetion 4.2.2), and by omputing B�2�0 fromthe measurement of B3� whih is essentially un-orrelated with B��0 (see Setion 4.2.4). Thetwo omparisons, B� �Buni� = (�0:08� 0:11)%,B�2�0 �Biso�2�0 = (0:06� 0:16)%, do not point toany systemati bias in the determination of B��0within the quoted unertainty.4.2.6. Separation of vetor and axial-vetor ontributionsFrom the omplete analysis of the � branhingratios presented in this paper, it is possible todetermine the nonstrange vetor (V) and axial-vetor (A) ontributions to the total � hadroniwidth, onveniently expressed in terms of theirratios to the leptoni width, alled R�;V andR�;A,respetively. The determination of the strangeounterpart R�;S is already published [9℄.The ratio R� for the total hadroni width isalulated from the differene of the ratio of thetotal hadroni width and eletroni branhing ra-tio,R� = 1�Be �B�Be = 1Be � 1:97257= 3:642� 0:012 : (16)taking for B(�� ! e� ��e�� ) the value obtained inSetion 4.2 assuming universality in the leptoniweak urrent. Using the ALEPH measurement ofthe strange width ratio [9℄, very slightly modi�edto take into aount the hannel K��� measured



10by CLEO [40℄R�;S = 0:1603� 0:0064 ; (17)the following result is obtained for the nonstrangeomponentR�;V+A = 3:482 � 0:014 : (18)Separation of V and A omponents in hadroni�nal states with only pions is straightforward.Isospin invariane relates the spin-parity of suhsystems to their number of pions: G-parity =1(even number) orresponds to vetor states, whileG=-1 (odd number) tags axial-vetor states. Thisproperty plaes a strong requirement on the eÆ-ieny of �0 reonstrution, a onstraint that wasstrongly integrated in this analysis.Modes with aKK pair are not in general eigen-states of G-parity and ontribute to both V andA hannels. While the deay to K�K0 is purevetor, the situation in the KK� mode is notlear and a onservative axial-vetor fration of0:75�0:25 is assumed. For the deays intoKK��no information is available in this respet and afration 0:5� 0:5 is taken.The total nonstrange vetor and axial-vetorontributions obtained in this analysis are:R�;V = 1:787� 0:011� 0:007 ; (19)R�;A = 1:695� 0:011� 0:007 ; (20)where the seond errors reet the unertaintiesin the V=A separation in the hannels with KKpairs. Taking are of the orrelations between therespetive unertainties, one obtains the di�er-ene between the vetor and axial-vetor ompo-nents, whih is physially related to the amount ofnonperturbative QCD ontributions in the non-strange hadroni � deay width:R�;V�A = 0:092� 0:018� 0:014 ; (21)where again the seond error has the same mean-ing as in Eqs. (19) and (20). The ratioR�;V�AR�;V+A = 0:026� 0:007 (22)is a measure of the relative importane of non-perturbative QCD ontributions.

4.3. Summary of branhing frationsThe results presented here are ombined withpreviously published ALEPH results on �nalstates with kaons in Table 4.5. Spetral funtionsThe hadroni mass spetra in the di�erent ex-lusive hannels i are orreted by the appropri-ate kinemati fator and normalized by Bi=Bein 140 mass bins. The orreted spetra are un-folded from detetor e�ets by a regularized inver-sion of the 140�140 detetor response matrix [41℄.Studies are performed using the full analysis forevery soure of systemati unertainty. Corre-sponding ovariane matries are built for  and�0 reonstrution, energy alibration and resolu-tion for harged partiles and �0's, traking andseondary interations, and the unfolding proe-dure. Spetral funtions are thus obtained forthe leading hannels: ��0, �2�0, �3�0, �4�0, 3�,3��0, 3�2�0, and 5�.The spetral funtion for the ��0 hannel isgiven in Fig. 6, while Fig. 7 shows the onsistenybetween the unfolded mass spetra in the 3� and�2�0 hannels.The inlusive vetor (V ) and axial-vetor (A)spetral funtions are determined (Fig. 8). Theyare respetively dominated by the low-lying �and a1 resonanes and are shown to approahthe smooth QCD predition at larger masses, al-though they are learly not `asymptoti' at the �mass. The onvergene to the perturbative QCDregime is muh better realized for the V +A spe-tral funtion, as shown in Fig. 9, while the V �Apart in Fig. 10 undergoes large damped osilla-tions around zero.The QCD analysis of the �nal spetral fun-tions is in progress.6. ConlusionsThe �nal analysis of � deay branhing fra-tions using all LEP-I data with the ALEPH de-tetor is presented. As in the publiation basedon the 1991-1993 data it uses a global analysisof all modes, lassi�ed aording to harged par-tile identi�ation, and harged partile and �0
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Table 4A summary list of ALEPH branhing ratios (%).The labels V , A and S refer to the nonstrangevetor and axialvetor, and strange omponents,respetively. The ! deay modes marked (*) areeletromagneti (�0; �+��).mode B ��tot [%℄ ALEPH prelim.e 17.837 � 0.080� 17.319 � 0.077�� 10.828 � 0.105 A���0 25.471 � 0.129 V��2�0 9.239 � 0.124 A��3�0 0.977 � 0.090 V��4�0 0.112 � 0.051 A�����+ 9.041 � 0.097 A�����+�0 4.590 � 0.086 V�����+2�0 0.392 � 0.046 A�����+3�0 0.013 � 0.010 V3��2�+ 0.072 � 0.015 A3��2�+�0 0.014 � 0.009 V���0� 0.180 � 0.045 V(3�)�� 0.039 � 0.007 Aa�1 (! ��) 0.040 � 0.020 A��! (*) 0.253 � 0.018 V���0! (*) 0.048 � 0.009 A(3�)�! (*) 0.003 � 0.003 VK�K0 0.163 � 0.027 VK��0K0 0.145 � 0.027 (75� 25)% A��K0K0 0.153 � 0.035 (75� 25)% AK�K+�� 0.163 � 0.027 (75� 25)% A(KK��)� 0.05 � 0.02 (50� 50)% AK� 0.696 � 0.029 SK��0 0.444 � 0.035 SK0�� 0.917 � 0.052 SK�2�0 0.056 � 0.025 SK��+�� 0.214 � 0.047 SK0���0 0.327 � 0.051 S(K3�)� 0.076 � 0.044 SK�� 0.029 � 0.014 S
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13multipliity up to 4 �0's in the �nal state. Majorimprovements are introdued with respet to thepublished analysis and a better understanding isahieved, in partiular in the separation betweengenuine and fake photons. As modes with kaons(K�, K0S, andK0L) have already been studied andpublished with the full statistis, the nonstrangemodes without kaons are emphasized. Taken to-gether these results provide a omplete desrip-tion of the � deay modes up to 6 hadrons in the�nal state.The measured branhing ratio values are inter-nally onsistent and agree with known onstraintsfrom other measurements in the framework of theStandard Model. The preision reahed and theompleteness of the results are for the momentunique. More spei�ally, the results on the lep-toni and pioni frations lead to powerful testsof universality in the harged leptoni weak ur-rent, showing that the e � � � � ouplings areequal within 2-3 per mille. The branhing ra-tio of � ! ����0, whih is of partiular inter-est to the aurate determination of vauum po-larization e�ets, is determined with a preisionof 0.5% to be (25:47 � 0:13) %. Also the ratioof a1 branhing frations into �2�0 and 3� �nalstates is measured to be 0:979� 0:018, in agree-ment with expetation from partial wave analysesof these deays. Separating nonstrange hadronihannels into vetor (V) and axial-vetor (A)omponents and normalizing to the eletroniwidth yields the ratios R�;V = 1:787 � 0:013,R�;A = 1:695 � 0:013, R�;V+A = 3:482 � 0:014and R�;V�A = 0:092� 0:023.The spetral funtions for the main hadronimodes have been extrated from the mass distri-butions. The separated vetor and axial-vetoromponents are the basi input for QCD analy-ses and vauum polarization alulations.AknowledgementsI would like to thank the organizers of theTau04 Workshop for their hospitality and theireÆient running of the meeting. Many thanksare due to my olleagues Changzheng Yuan andZhiqing Zhang for their major ontributions tothis analysis.
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